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A

photographer often has a different answer to the question of how to
frame a black and white photograph than does the retail picture framer.
Often the photographer will select a white mat and a simple, narrow metal
or wood frame regardless of what the image is or its overall size. They are
even strict about the mats being vertical, regardless of whether the image
is horizontal or vertical. For exhibition, class critiques and contests it is a
requirement, the idea being that with all the photos presented alike, the
uniformity provides a common ground so each photo can be judged equally.

CERTIFIED
PICTURE FRAMER
416-762-1221

When a photo is framed like art, it gains a sense of value. An appropriate frame design can help an
average photo look great.

ing in
Reopen r
3071 Dundas St. W.
Octobe
(1/2 block West of previous store)

Black and white photos should be matted with black, white, or gray mats. Any suggestion of colour adds an element that isn’t present in the picture. The gray tones in black and white photos diminish the overall contrast, making them less bold and more susceptible to distraction by
the foreign colour.

Award Winning

As much as I am opposed to the introduction of a colourful mat, I would be more likely to use the
colour as my predominant top mat and place the accent of black, white or gray below it to serve as a
transition into the photo. With all that colour surrounding the photo, it isolates the black and white
photo, in a sense calling attention to it.
Use the same criteria for selecting mats and molding for photos that you do for anything else. Some
of the factors to consider are:

Poetry Village

• Overall, is the picture light, medium or dark?

P

oetry came alive at this year’s
Junction Arts Festival as internationally renowned poet Lillian Allen and
organizers transformed a vacant lot east
of Keele Street into a one-of-a-kind poetry
mecca. They created the world’s first installation of a live Poetry Village with stages,
hubs, a giant screen, and an atmosphere
designed to synergize creativity. Between
daybreak and sunset, poets, writers, readers, lovers of the word and community
members joined together to create a vibrant
community and truly empower the written
word. Some of the amazingly unique activities of Poetry Village included fence pages,
live books, spontaneous experimental poetry creation, random acts of poetry, digital
poetry, poetry on stones, poem objects,
chapbook alley, poetry on the street, chalk
poetry, sky poetry, word games, and a
poetry parade.
Event code: pe6p7h

• What is the focal point within the photo?
• What is the style of the photo?
• What is the size of the photo?
• What type of room is it going in?
• What is the colour scheme in the room?
• What is the style of furnishings in the room?
• What is the size of the wall it will hang on?
• Are there any other framed pieces in the room and how are they framed?
A frame is necessary for any picture because it provides the transition between the picture and the
wall on which it is hung. The size of a picture, the subject matter, movement, colour, and the medium in which it is done all affect the choice of a frame. One general rule applies to all frames: they
must not attract attention away from the picture. Stronger subjects—buildings, for instance—require larger frames than delicate subjects such as children, even though the pictures are of the same
size. Simple subjects, such as peasants, require stout plain frames; aristocratic ladies require frames
in character; masculine portraits should usually have plain frames; and close-up subjects generally
require wider mouldings than distant scenes even if the pictures are the same size.

Lillian Allen curates this year’s literary arts, poetry,
spoken word and multimedia portions of the
Festival program

Picture It Framed is located at 3071 Dundas St. West, just west of High Park Ave. 416-762-1221

Yarnstorming
in The Junction

U

nder cover of darkness on September 8th, just
prior to the Junction Arts Festival, an informal
group of west end graffiti knitters known as
the Junction Yarnstormers travelled along Dundas
Street West (between Clendenan and Indian Grove)
and “yarn bombed” utility poles, bike rings, parking
meters, TTC shelters, garbage cans and trees with all
types of yarn and other forms of textile creations.
Their mandate was to perpetrate random acts of beauty. Our SNAP photographers captured some of them in
the act. By the next day the afghan covering a bench
at Dundas and Keele had found a new home – hopefully with someone who needed it. The “stealing” of
these public art installations is one of the many ways
to interact with the work.
Event code: pe6kbk

This pedestrian sidewalk pole never
looked so good (and warm)

Church Pews for your Home
This trio of disguised ladies weaved letters through the
fence in front of the old McBride’s Motorcycle shop

Church pews from a
High Park church.
Ranging from 3, 4 or 6
feet in length, we have
the perfect size for
your home or office.

2903 Dundas St. W (at Keele)
416 291-2001
24

INTERIORS

The lady in the fashionable red hat puts the
final touches to her knitted pole

Oct o ber 2010

The shape of Mother Earth adorns a fence
near a corner just east of Keele & Dundas

These yarnstormers made sure that many of the bike
racks along Dundas were covered with yarn

Submit upc oming event s  at

www.snapbloorwest.com

